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Seed Program
This year NFP sent seeds to two organizations we had worked with in the past. While the reports are not yet in, we are excited to see what these two projects, one each in Kenya and Uganda, are able to accomplish with their seeds. The project in Uganda, the Karwemera United Women Association, has already sent some fantastic pictures of their seeds being put to use and the local children learning about their new projects. We plan on sending one more seed shipment later this year, as we already have new interested organizations. This will hopefully go out in December of this year.

Small Grant Program
In the second half of 2014, we approached NFPs biggest donors to ask for a small grant for a reforestation effort by Nature-Care Cameroon, a project that has been receiving seed shipments from NFP for many years. In the beginning of 2015, we were proud to present the project with $1,500. The small grant will be used to promote proper agroforestry processes and regrow much of the water catchment areas. This will allow women and children to travel lesser distances for water allowing for more educational opportunities and enhance the living standards of the rural poor. We also expect Nature-Care to be involved in our winter seed shipment to continue their reforestation efforts.
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